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Our Values and Goals

Branca Bunús Ltd is dedicated to
developing and commercialising gene
therapy products for the treatments of
patients suffering from genetic disorders
around the world.
Our patented gene therapy platform
technology centres on a potent and novel
non-viral polymer-based delivery
approach.
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Our primary and ultimate goals are to
develop a clinical-use polymeric gene
delivery platform technique with high
efficacy and low toxicity/immunogenicity,
especially at high doses, providing new
means for genetic material delivery and
bringing non-viral gene therapy products
to the market.

On the pathway, we kept digging into the
gold mine and found some treasures. We
love the joy of sharing and we understand
the difficulties of transfection, especially
when working with primary cells, difficult-
to-transfect cell lines, or targeting higher
yields with limited costs. Therefore, we
hope our transfection reagents will help
fundamental biology discovery and gene
therapy development, making it more
accessible, affordable, and better. 

Our Transfection reagents

https://brancabunus.com/?page_id=589


Reagents Catalogue No.

BrPERfect   for
DNA

BRPERFECT202

BrPERfect   for
RNA

BRPERFECT103

BrPERfect   for
CRISPR/Protein

BRPERFECT101

~16kb~6kb

Our Products Our Products Choose Us
A wide range of transfection
reagents for your works

Optimal for Suspension Cell
Multiple pDNA Transfection

Powerful mRNA Transfection
~100% for HEK293 mRNA transfection
~60% for THP-1 mRNA transfection

Potent DNA Transfection 
Easy with a variety of cell lines

We have screened and optimised our
transfection reagents for specific cargos
from our polymeric vector structure library
(＞ millions of potential combinations). 

Validated for AAV-HEK293
production with high yield;
>60% efficacy -CHO cells
>98% viability -CHO cells

Capable for Extra Large Cargos
Superior Demo for a 16kb plasmid DNA

Customised Products and
Collaborations
Our polymeric vectors can be easily
conjugated with cell-targeting groups, such
as antibodies or peptides. We provide
customised services for targeting gene
delivery vector development and
manufacture.  

Science Advances, 2016, 2(6), e1600102; 
Nano Letters, 2019, 19(1), 381-391; 
Nature Communications, 2019, 10, 3307).

The delivery technology background has been
published in many peer-review articles, such as:
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Effective Primary Cell Transfection
Highly recommended by our collaborators
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